Integration
DAVANTIS Network Optix

Receive DAVANTIS video
analytics events in your
Nx Witness VMS

DAVANTIS is 100% devoted
to video analytics for
perimeter security. Over 15
years investigating beyond the
obvious, using powerful and
state-of-the-art algorithms to
boost your cameras.

“

Nx Witness VMS is a lighting
fast, easy to use, cross-platform
IP video management system
(VMS) / video surveillance
software designed to discover,
view, record, and manage IP
video cameras so you can
monitor, analyze and react to

critical events in real time.
Nx Witness video surveillance
software with Cloud,
Desktop, Mobile, and Browser
applications that make it
easy to connect to and
manage your IP cameras
from anywhere, anytime.

Nx Witness has always been designed to be open and
easily integrated with any third party application. The new
integration with the industry leading DAVANTIS analytics
system reinforces our ability to be unlimitedly extensible
and flexible to meet the needs of any project by adding
highly accurate perimeter detection and identification
capabilities to our forever evolving software.
James Cox, Europe Manager of Network Optix

”

Total freedom to
design the best CCTV
installation
Beyond Deep Learning
DFUSION combines our market-leading videoanalytics,
with the most advanced Deep Learning technology.

DFUSION

ONVIF

Proprietary technology,
compatible with third
party systems

NVR

Real time alarm
verification
Quick, easy and reliable alarm verification
to react within seconds.

Click 1

Alarm

Click 2

Video Clip

Click 3

Live camera

How do you connect
DAVANTIS with
Nx Witness VMS?
Basic Integration - Only Events/Alarms

CAMERAS

DFUSION

NX WITNESS VMS

Camera
Streams

Events

Full Integration - Events/Alarms + RTSP

CAMERAS

DFUSION

NX WITNESS VMS

Camera
Streams

Events/
Alarms

RTSP W/ MetaData
(Optional)

Technical specifications
Nx Witness VMS

Requirements

DAVANTIS intruder alarms

Network Optix: v3.0 or higher

Access to live camera and recorded
video retrieval

DAVANTIS: v192 or higher

